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Abstract
The application of the ‘orbital tomography’ technique to obtain direct images ofmolecular orbitals of
adsorbedmolecules from angle-resolved photoemission data,first proposed by Puschnig et al (2009
Science 326 702), is an extremely attractive idea, but is based on the assumption that the photoemis-
sion can be described by a planewavefinal state. It is well known that this neglect of the spherical-wave
nature of the initial emission and of the role offinal state scattering bothwithin themolecule and from
the substrate can lead to serious errors. Despite this, in the albeit simple systems studied so far the
method appears towork reasonably well. Herewe provide a detailed critique of this problem, high-
light situations inwhich the orbital tomography approach is likely to lead tomajor errors, and propose
test experiments that could provide clear information on the extent of these problems.

Introduction

Ultra-violet photoemission (UPS) has proved to be a valuable probe of themolecular orbitals of adsorbed
molecules as first demonstrated in studies of the simple diatomicmolecule, CO, onNi surfaces by Eastman and
Cashion [1]. Nevertheless, it is not always straightforward to assign specific peaks in theUP spectra to specific
molecular orbitals due, in particular, to energy shifts associatedwith their hybridizationwith the substrate.
Indeed, this problem even arose initially in the case of adsorbedCO [2], and the problem is clearlymore severe in
much largermolecules withmanymore energetically closely spaced orbitals. In this regard, the recent suggestion
by Puschnig et al that one can usemeasurements of the angular dependence of individual peaks in theUP spectra
to image the emitting orbital [3–6] (‘orbital tomography’) is extremely attractive, not only aiding identification
but potentially showing the influence of chemisorption. The concept has been further developed [7–9] while this
general approach has been applied to a range of othermultilayer [10, 11] andmonolayermolecular adsorption
systems [12–16]. An important limitation of thismethod, however, is that the calculation of the angular
distribution of the photoelectron current is based on the assumption that thefinal state can be approximated by
a single planewave. Thismeans that both the spherical-wave character of the outgoing photoelectronwavefield
and the role offinal-state elastic scattering by atoms surrounding the emitter(s) are ignored.

Planewave approximation

In the early development of the theory of angle-resolvedUPS (ARUPS)Gadzuk [17–19] proposed that the
dominant effect was likely to be the initial-state distribution of the electrons (for example in the bonding orbitals
of a chemisorbed atom) and he investigated the photoelectron angular distribution assuming that the final state
can be treated as a planewave. The general formof the photoemissionmatrix element is 〈f|A.p|i〉, whereA is the
vector potential of thefield andp is themomentumoperator. Exploiting theHermitian character of the operator
allows it to be applied to thefinal state, so if thefinal state is represented by a planewave, one obtains the simple
result that the angle-resolved photoemission current is proportional to the square of the product of the Fourier
transformof the initial statewave function and the factorA.k, where k is the photoelectronwavevector. This in
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turn provides the opportunity tomeasure the spatial distribution of the initial state wave function.However, as
many authors [20–33] subsequently pointed out, the interaction of the out-going spherical wavewith the atomic
potential and, in particular, the interference between the resulting partial wave components (e.g. between s and
dwaves for emission froma p orbital)must be properly taken into account, not only for an isolated atom, but
also for themolecular orbitals in an adsorbedmolecule. In thismore exact description the final state interaction
redistributes the planewave intensity into different directions. In particular, the restriction imposed by theA.k
factor in the planewave approximation is relaxed. As Richardson pointed out [33], this can be seen by
application of the photoemission selection rules [34, 35]. The latter are entirely based on symmetry
considerations, and are necessarily compatible with themore correct spherical wavefinal state (and indeedwith
the effects of substrate scattering discussed below). For emission in amirror plane they tell us that states anti-
symmetric with respect to reflection in that planewill be observedwhen theA vector is oriented perpendicular to
the plane. (This geometry is often referred to simply asA⊥ k.) States that are symmetric with respect to the
mirror planewill not be observed. In the planewavefinal state approximation no emission is expected from any
initial state because of theA.k term. Thus for the case of CO adsorbedwith its axis perpendicular to the surface,
emission in amirror plane, withA perpendicular to thatmirror plane, is expected to be observed from the 1π
orbital according to these selection rules. This result was first confirmed experimentally—actually for the special
case of normal emission—in the classic paper of Smith et al for COonNi(100) [36], and is clearly inconsistent
with the predictions of the planewave approximation.Wenote further that emission from the 4σ and 5σ orbitals
is not allowed, and not observed, in this geometry.

On the basis of the discussion so farwe are entitled to ask the question: Is the planewavefinal state
approximation really adequate for the reliable application of an orbital tomographymethod?Wehave just seen
how—because of the |A.k|2 factor—it fails completely in a particular range of parameter space. On the other
hand, asGoldberg et al [27, 28] andKambe and Scheffler [32] have noted, there is one specific geometry, namely,
when theA vector is parallel to the direction of the photoelectron, i.e.A||k, for which the planewavefinal state
and themore correct spherical wave approximation give exactly the same result. Puschnig et al [3] note that this
is indeed the case, but also claim that there are other geometries where the two approximations give essentially
the same result, because the atomicmatrix element in the spherical wave approximation is thought to act only as
a ‘weakly varying envelope function’ as a function of emission angle. They therefore argue that the angle-
resolved cross-section is expected to remain essentially the same as in the planewavefinal state approximation,
evenwhen the conditionA||kno longer pertains. The relatively small differences between the planewavefinal
state and spherical wave approximations (except for geometries close toA⊥ k) seen in the calculations of the
angle-resolved cross-sections byGoldberg et al [28] for orientedO2p orbitals, at least at hν= 40 eV, also seem to
support the assumptions of Puschnig et al, and thus the viability of orbital tomography. The same is also true
whenGoldberg’s planewavefinal state results are comparedwith the SWXα calculations ofDavenport for
orientedCO [24]. However, experimental data seem to tell a different story. In the specific example of adsorbed
COmentioned above [36], where according to the planewavefinal state approximation the 1π orbital is not
expected in normal emissionwith s-polarized light (A ┴ k), the actually observed 1π feature in the spectrumhas
approximately the same intensity as the other two features (4σ and 5σ) in the spectrumwith p-polarized light.
Similar effects have been seen in numerous photoemission studies of adsorbedmolecules with polarized
radiation in the last three decades. Benzene is a good example [37, 38].

Subsequent to the early work quoted here,most angle-resolved photoemission of adsorbates has
concentrated on the application of selection rules for orbital assignment or for orientation determination as well
as onmapping adsorbate band structures. Quantitative analysis of spectra has rarely been performed, one of the
main exceptions being thework of Ueno and colleagues [39–41]. They have used the so-called independent-
atomic-centre (IAC)model of Grobman [30], which also uses the spherical wave approximation in the final
state. In some cases they have also included single intramolecular scattering (the SS/IACmodel), andmost
recently the potentially importantmultiple intramolecular scattering [42].

Despite the problems potentially associatedwith the assumption of the planewavefinal state, the results
obtainedwith ‘orbital tomography’ so far do appear to yield spatial variations of the πmolecular orbitals in
surprisingly good agreement with those predicted by (density functional) theory [3–6]. As explained by
Puschnig et al in the supportingmaterial for [3], there are two conditions thatmay be especially favourable to the
application of ‘orbital tomography’ in the systems they have investigated [3–6]. In particular, they have
investigated π-orbital emission from large planarmolecules which contain only low-atomic number elements
and lieflat on the surface. Low atomic number constituent elementsmeans that intramolecular scattering in the
final state should beweak, while the fact that the π-orbitals in these lying-downmolecules can be represented by
a summation over atomic pz orbitals of the same chemical character leads to a particularly simple result. Single
heavier atomswithin these largemolecules, such as in the phthalocyanines (e.g. [14]), are unlikely tomake a
qualitative change to this conclusion. Notice, too, that in the case of photoemission from adsorbedCOdescribed
above, the large discrepancy between the symmetry selection rules and theA.k factor of the planewave
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approximation arose for the π-orbitals of this standing-upmolecule, thus composed of px and py orbitals,
whereas no such strong conflict is found for the σ-symmetry states comprising pz orbitals in this system.
Evidently the situation for orbital tomographywould be quite different for emission from π-orbitals of a planar
standing-upmolecule, such as a simple carboxylate. These are, of course, significant constraints to bear inmind
in the application of the orbital tomography technique.

It seems to the present authors, however, that there is a simple control experiment, possible withmany
angle-resolving photoemission spectrometers, that would provide a clear experimental test of the importance of
the neglect of the spherical wave character of the initial outgoing photoelectronwavefield. Specifically, it should
be possible tomeasure the angular distributions in the geometry proposed byGoldberg et al [27], where k is held
parallel toA, i.e. the angle-resolved photoemission current is alwaysmeasured in the direction of the
polarization vector of the incident light. Under these conditions, as we have noted above, the planewave and
spherical wave approximations lead to the same result for the polar angular distribution of emission in the
incident plane. If themeasured angular distribution is not the same (or very closely similar) for the twomodes of
measurement, it is clear that only theA||k geometry should be used in future.We also note that the angular
distribution in this geometry has a very simple analytical form [27, 32], whichwould serve as an extra check. It is
important to remember, however, that in theA||k geometry the polar angle of incidence is varied, whichmeans
that the change in the reflection of the lightmust be specifically taken into account by calculation, using the
Fresnel formulae and the optical constants of the substrate, as described by Scheffler et al [31]. The dependence
of the current in normal emission on the polar angle of incidencewas used in the early days of adsorbate
photoemission—before polarized radiationwas available—to determine orbital symmetry [31, 43, 44].
Incidentally, these early papers also showed that the dependence of the intensity of adsorbate features on polar
angle of emission could only be correctly describedwhen proper account was taken of the refraction of the
photoelectron at the surface barrier. This effect changes the polar angle of emission from θwithwhich the
photoelectrons leave the adlayer to a larger angle θ′ at which it is energy-analysed and detected. For this purpose
it is necessary—as in LEED—to assume a value for the inner potential.We do not knowhowPuschnig et al [3–6]
have treated this problem in their ‘orbital tomography’ studies. Of course,measurements only in theA||k
geometry cannot exploit the parallel detection ofmultiple emission directions that characterizesmanymodern
experimental arrangements, but evenmeasurements of such parallel detection angular distributions, recorded at
a few very different incident angles, would cast some light on this issue.

Final state scattering

So farwe have considered only the problems associatedwith treating the initial outgoing photoelectron
wavefield froman isolatedmolecule by a planewave, togetherwith the influence of intramolecular final-state
scattering. For amolecule adsorbed on a surface, however, wemust also consider (asfirst stressed by Liebsch
[20–23], and later Scheffler et al [31, 32]), the influence of an additional final state effect, namely, the scattering
of the emitted electrons by the substrate. Liebsch showed clearly that this final-state scatteringwas an extremely
important effect, even for delocalized initial states. Kambe and Scheffler [32] showed how the inclusion of
multiple scattering via LEED-typefinal states produces substantial changes in calculated angle-resolved
photoemission distributions from theNi(100)-O system. The importance offinal state scattering in emission
from localized core levels of atoms in adsorbates has also been clearly demonstrated experimentally, and indeed
it forms the basis of the technique of photoelectron diffraction that has proved to be an extremely effective
method to achieve quantitative structural information for adsorbates on surfaces [45, 46].

A further implication of the apparently reasonable description provided by the planewavefinal state
approximation in thework of Puschnig et al is that, for the specific systems studied, the final state (multiple)
scattering by atoms outside the adsorbedmolecules apparently leads to very littlemodification of the observed
angular distribution of the photoemission. Oneway to understand this is to consider experience gained in the
technique of photoelectron diffractionmentioned above, corresponding to a situation inwhich the angular (and
energy) distribution is entirely determined by thisfinal state scattering. In these experiments it has been found
that if the emitter atom is in a high-symmetry site relative to the underlying substrate the final state scattering
leads to very strong variations in the angle-resolved photoemission intensity. This effect is significantly weaker if
the emitter site is of low symmetry because of the effect of averaging over directions that are symmetrically
equivalent relative to the underlying substrate point group symmetry. A further effect that causes weakening of
the photoelectron diffractionmodulations is if there are several different emitter sites as, for example in an
adsorbedmolecule containing several chemically-equivalent emitter atoms. A particular example of this type is
adsorption of benzene in aflat-lying configuration onNi(111) [47] orNi(110) [48]. Themismatch of theC–C
distance in the benzene and theNi–Ni distance in the substrate inevitably leads to local C atom sites of low
symmetry relative to the underlying substrate, while onNi(110) the lower symmetry (2-fold) of the substrate
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means that at least two inequivalent local C sites are co-occupied. Both effects lead to some reduction in the
observed variations in the angular distribution of the emitted C 1s photoelectrons, although in both of these
systems the observed variations are sufficient to achieve a full local structure determination. Themolecule-
substrate spacings in these systems (1.81–1.92 Å) are a little smaller than those found for the largermolecules
studied by the tomographymethod, but the difference inmost cases is too small to account for a qualitative
difference in the role of backscattering. Of course, in this core level photoemission the final-state scattering
effects from each of theC emitter atoms are summed incoherently. By contrast, in emission fromamolecular
orbital, a summation over the contributing local atomic orbitals (explicitly considered in the IACmodel) is
coherent. The qualitative influence of themultiple emitter sites onmodification of the angular distribution due
tofinal state scattering is, however, likely to be similar.

Thefirst systems thatwere studied by the orbital tomographymethodwere (i) pentacene in amultilayer film
[3], (ii) single layer sexiphenyl adsorbed onCu(110) [3, 5], (iii) PTCDA (3,4,9,10-perylene-tratracarboxylic-
dianhydride) onAg(110) [4], and (iv) PTCDAonAg(111) [6]. A range of other systems have been studied
subsequently, but these four are largely representative. Thesemolecules are shown infigure 1, together with a
plan view of theCu(110) surface on the same scale. The absence of strong extramolecular final state scattering in
the case of themultilayer pentacene film is easy to understand, as all themolecules surrounding the emitter
comprise weakly-scattering C (andH) atoms. By contrast, bothCu andAg atoms are strong electron scatterers.
Moreover, the overlayer structures are commensurate. Specifically, onCu(110) sexiphenyl forms a c(22 × 2)
phase [49], while for PTCDAonAg(110) the investigation appears to have been based on a c(6 × 4) phase

[4, 50, 51], and onAg(111) the unitmesh has been described as
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥−

6 1
3 5

in thematrix notation (based on

primitive translations vectors of the substrate separated by an acute angle) [50, 52] (equivalent to
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

7 1
2 5

using

Figure 1. Schematic diagramof themolecules studied by the orbital tomography technique together with a plan view of aCu(110)
surface on the same scale.
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themore conventional crystallographic notationwith the primitive translation vectors separated by the obtuse
angle). In the first two cases these structures contain only onemolecule per primitive unitmesh although onAg
(111) the unitmesh contains two locally-inequivalentmolecules.

For a single atomic adsorbate or a smallmolecule, these are the conditions thatwould be expected to give
strongfinal-state scattering effects (photoelectron diffraction) rendering the orbital tomography technique
untenable. This is also shown clearly by the calculations of Kambe und Scheffler forNi(100)-p(2 × 2)-O [32].
However, as is clear fromfigure 1, the adsorbedmolecules are verymuch larger than theCu–Cu interatomic
spacing; this is also true for the Ag surfaces, for which the interatomic spacing is only 13% larger. ThemanyC
atoms in thesemolecules and themismatch of the interatomic spacings between themolecules and the substrate
means that they occupy a large number of different (and inmany cases low-symmetry) registry sites relative to
the underlying substrate. In this situation a photoelectron diffraction study of theC 1s core level emissionwould
be expected to show only veryweak angle- or energy-dependentmodulations due to the different contributions
from the different emitter atoms. A similar effectmay therefore be anticipated in the photoemission fromone of
themolecular orbital π-states. Interestingly, a recent study of pentacene onCu(110) andAg(110) [13] does
reveal significant differences in themolecular tomographs, but this appears to be due to a differentmolecular
orientation combinedwith amuch strongermolecule–metal bonding interaction on theCu surface rather than
any difference in substrate scattering

Conclusions

Wedraw two conclusions from the present discussion. Firstly, it is not proven that the planewavefinal state
approximation is (nearly) equivalent to themore correct spherical wave approximation in the experimental
geometry used by Puschnig et al [3], except for the special caseA||k.We have therefore proposed a simple control
experiment inwhich the polar angle dependence of the photoelectron current ismeasured in the incident plane
such thatA is held parallel to k. This requires rotating the crystal about an axis in the surface plane perpendicular
to the incident plane, which inmany angle-resolved photoemission experiments corresponds to the axis of the
samplemanipulator. Under these conditions the planewavefinal state gives the ‘correct’ angular distribution for
all polar angles of emission (‘correct’ in the sense of the spherical wave approximation!). Back-transforming the
angular distribution should deliver orbital densities in real space. The reflection of the photon beammust,
however, be explicitly taken into account and—as in all angle-resolved experiments of this kind—must the
refraction of the photoelectron. Secondly, as a result of photoelectron diffraction effects, ‘π-orbital emission
from large planar (lying-down)molecules which contain only low-atomic number elements’ is likely to be a
requirement for the ‘orbital tomography’method to produce reasonably reliable results. Exactly how large is
large enough is unclear. The results of photoelectron diffraction studies on adsorbed benzene indicate that a
single phenyl ring is not enough. Apparently five ormore such rings do appear to be sufficient.
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